We consider straight line flows on a translation surface that are minimal but not uniquely ergodic. We give bounds for the number of generic invariant probability measures.
Introduction and Statement of Theorem
Let X be a closed Riemann surface of genus g ≥ 1. An Abelian differential ω or holomorphic 1-form on X assigns to each local coordinate z on X a holomorphic function f z (z), which in an overlapping coordinate w, transforms by
dw dz = f z (z).
An Abelian differential ω has zeroes of order (α 1 , . . . , α n ) with n i=1 α i = 2g − 2. In a more geometric fashion one can also describe ω as a union of polygons embedded in C with pairs of sides identified by translations. Since each polygon is embedded in C, letting z be the local coordinate on the polygon, one defines the holomorphic 1-form ω to be dz in each polygon away from the vertices. Every Abelian differential can be formed from this construction. This justifies the term translation surface and these surfaces are usually denoted by (X, ω).
A translation surface (X, ω) defines a metric |ω(z)dz| on X which is flat except at the singularities, which have concentrated negative curvature. In the polygon version one takes the Euclidean metric |dz| in each polygon. Translations preserve the metric. Moreover slopes of lines are preserved under the side identifications. A line segment joining singularities without singularities in its interior is called a saddle connection. If a geodesic β joins a nonsingular point to itself without passing through a singularity it is the core curve of a cylinder C β , i.e. the isometric image of a Euclidean cylinder [0, a] × (0, b)/(0, y) ∼ (a, y) for some positive real numbers a and b, into the flat metric on the surface. The cylinder is swept out by closed parallel loops homotopic to β. We will suppose throughout that all cylinders are maximal, i.e. in the notation of the previous sentence that b is as large as possible. The boundary of the cylinder is composed of saddle connections.
The angle around a zero of order α i is 2π(α + 1) and is called a cone angle. For every free homotopy class of a simple closed curve there is a geodesic in its homotopy class. If it is not unique then there is a cylinder as described above. If it is unique then it is a union of saddle connections. The angle at any zero between incoming and outgoing saddle connections is at least π. Given an oriented line segment γ one defines the holonomy of γ by hol(γ) := γ ω.
For each direction 0 ≤ θ < 2π there is a straight line flow φ t θ : (X, ω) → (X, ω) in direction θ. On a flat torus the classical Weyl theorem says that minimality of the flow implies unique ergodicity, In genus g ≥ 2 however there are examples of minimal flows on translation surfaces that are not uniquely ergodic. In a slightly different context, there are interval exchange transformations that are minimal, but uniquely ergodic. This means that Lebesgue measure is not the only invariant probability measure for the flow (or map). The set of invariant probability measures form a convex set. The extreme points are ergodic measures. The starting point for this paper is the following theorem of Katok ([5] ).
θ is a minimal, straight line flow on (X, ω), then the set of invariant probability measures is a simplex. There are at most g ergodic invariant probability measures.
It is a consequence of the Birkhoff Theorem that if an invariant measure is ergodic then the orbit of almost every point is equidistributed. A point with this property is called generic for the invariant measure. A measure may have generic points without being ergodic. For example for the full shift on d ≥ 2 letters every invariant measure has generic points. We say a measure is generic if it has a generic point. The purpose of this paper is to prove Theorem 1.2. Let (X, ω) be a translation surface on a closed surface of genus g ≥ 2. Let φ t θ be a minimal straight line flow on (X, ω) which is not uniquely ergodic. Then (1) the number of invariant generic probability measures is bounded by g + s − 1.
(2) If s = 2 and there are the maximum number g of ergodic measures, then there are no other generic measures so the total bound is g.
We also do not know if the bound in this paper is in general sharp. 
then the number of distinct non atomic generic measures is bounded by k − 2. Here P (n) is the number of words of length n.
As an application of their general result they showed that for a minimal interval exchange on d letters, the above lim sup is strictly smaller than d, so they have a bound of d − 2 for the number of generic measures. They raise the question in their paper if this bound can be improved. As mentioned above an IET on d letters can be suspended to give a translation surface (X, ω). The genus g and number of zeroes s will depend not only on the number of intervals but also on the permutation π of the IET. For example, if π is the hyperelliptic permutation π(j) = d − j for j = 1, . . . , d and d is even, then the suspended (X, ω) has genus g = d 2 and a single zero. If d is odd then the suspended (X, ω) has genus g = d−1 2 and two zeroes. Our theorem gives a bound of d 2 and d−1 2 in the two cases. This is the same bound as for the number of ergodic measures. In general, we have
In the case of d = 4 we get (X, ω) has genus 2 and a single zero; it lies in the stratum H(2) and for d = 5 we get (X, ω) has genus 2 with a pair of zeroes. It lies in H(1, 1). In general, the bound of [2] is therefore d − 2 = 2g + s − 3 generic measures. Notice for d = 5 the theorem in this paper gives exactly 2 generic measures which is an improvement of the bound 3 in [2] , and for g ≥ 3 the bound g + s − 1 in this paper is an improvement of the bound 2g + s − 3. For further results on counting ergodic measures under certain conditions see [3] . An excellent short survey of translation surfaces and the SL(2, R) action on their moduli spaces can be found in [14] .
We briefly outline the idea of the proof of the main theorem. We use Teichmüller dynamics and the idea of renormalization. By rotating, we can assume that the straight line flow is in the vertical direction. We assume throughout the paper that it is minimal, but not uniquely ergodic. We then apply the Teichmüller geodesic flow g t to the surface (X, ω). Along the new surfaces g t (X, ω) the vertical lines of the translation surface flow are contracted, and the horizontal lines expanded. It is known, [8] , that as t → ∞ the Riemann surfaces along g t (X, ω) eventually leave every compact set of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces. We expand on those ideas to show, Proposition 3.7, that for each large t the surface g t (X, ω) decomposes into subsurfaces, depending on t, whose boundary lengths go to zero as t → ∞, and such that given generic points on (X, ω) of different ergodic measures, their images under g t lie in different subsurfaces for large t. Said differently, images of generic points of the same ergodic measure lie in the same subsurface. Thus we can associate to each ergodic measure a subsurface. The compliment itself of these subsurfaces will be further divided into subsurfaces, one for each generic but not ergodic measure. Counting the maximum number of disjoint subsurfaces of the original surface, then will give the theorem.
The arguments that says that images of generic points of different measures lie in distinct subsurfaces begin with Proposition 3.6. It essentially says that vertical lines through image of generic points of different measures cannot bound rectangles on g t (X, ω) for large t. The rectangle argument is used In Proposition 3.7 to show that subsurfaces that have limits of positive area in the Deligne Mumford compactification or cylinders with circumferences going to 0 and area bounded away from 0 provide the desired subsurfaces for the ergodic measures.
The compliment of the union of these surfaces, if nonempty, has area going to 0. This leads to technical difficulties in finding the complimentary subsurfaces corresponding to generic, but not ergodic measures. It requires arguments where one renormalizes these complimentary surfaces. This is carried out in Proposition 3.13
Teichmüller geodesic flow
The translation surfaces of genus g with fixed orders of zeroes α 1 , . . . , α s with s i=1 α i = 2g − 2 fit together to form a moduli space or stratum H(α 1 , . . . , α s ). There is a natural map
the moduli space of Riemann surfaces which simply records the Riemann surface of (X, ω).
There is defined on H(α 1 , . . . , α s ) an action of the group SL(2, R). The action is the linear action on polygons. The diagonal subgroup
is the Teichmüller geodesic flow. It contracts the vertical lines of (X, ω) by e t/2 and expands along the horizontal lines by e t/2 . Proposition 3.7 and Proposition 3.13 are based on ideas from [8] and [9] . We are supposing the vertical line flow φ t is minimal, but not uniquely ergodic. In [8] it was shown that as t → ∞, g t (X, ω) eventually leaves every compact set in the moduli space M g . This means that for all large times t there is a disjoint collection of simple closed curves β(t) whose hyperbolic lengths approach 0. They define a thick thin decomposition of the Riemann surface of g t (X, ω). The curves β(t) have representations as geodesics in the flat metric on g t (X, ω). Since the flow φ t is minimal, they must be long on the base surface (X, ω), namely their lengths |β(t)| on g t (X, ω) satisfy
To make use of this theorem we have to investigate the behavior of generic points under the Teichmüller flow. That is the objective of the next section.
Generic points
Definition 3.1. Let φ t be a measure preserving flow on a probability space (X, µ) . A point p is generic for µ if for any continuous f : X → R, Let M be the number of intersections of a vertical segment of length L 1 with one endpoint q has with I. Let
).
Now take a segment γ of length L ≥ L 0 and a subsegment γ ′ of length at least ηL ≥ L 1 which starts at some y and ends at some z. Let τ the subsegment of γ starting at q and ending at z. We have |τ | ≥ L 1 so
Let σ be the segment from q to y. Then
The first case is if |σ| ≥ L 1 . Then (2) and the choice of L 1 give
We are done in this case. Now suppose |σ| ≤ L 1 and so |τ | ≤ |γ ′ | + L 1 . Now the second term in (2) is bounded by M . Then In what follows we have a sequence of times t n → ∞ and consider the surfaces g tn (X, ω).
Proposition 3.6. Suppose p, p ′ are generic points of distinct generic measures ρ, ρ ′ . Suppose β tn and β ′ tn are vertical lines through g tn (p) and g tn (p ′ ) on g tn (X, ω) of equal length such that e tn/2 |β tn | → ∞. Then they at most η tn interact where η tn → 0.
Proof. Suppose on the contrary for a subsequence of t n they η interact for some η > 0. That is, there existsβ tn andβ ′ tn of equal length η|β tn | and they are two vertical sides of a rectangle. Let I be a horizontal interval such that ρ(I) = ρ ′ (I). Let
Then for η, ǫ and interval I, let L 0 given by Lemma 3.4. By assumption, for large enough t n ,
the segments on (X, ω). Applying Lemma 3.4 to the subsegmentsβ andβ ′ and the interval I, the triangle inequality gives
Applying g tn we see that the horizontal segment g tn (I) satisfies
which meansβ tn ,β ′ tn cannot be two vertical sides of an embedded rectangle.
We continue to assume φ t is a minimal but not uniquely ergodic vertical straight line flow. Now suppose µ 1 , . . . , µ k are ergodic probability measures and ν 1 , . . . , ν l are generic but not ergodic probability measures. We have k ≥ 2. Our goal is to bound k + l.
Let µ be Lebesgue measure on (X, ω). Since the ergodic measures are the extreme points of the simplex of invariant measures, there exists a i ≥ 0 such that
For each i the set of generic points of µ i has Lebesgue measure a i . By choosing a measure in the interior of the simplex, and taking the vertical line flow with that measure (on a possibly different (X, ω)) we can assume a i > 0 for all i. Let A 0 = min a i .
In the next proposition Hyp(γ) refers to the hyperbolic length on the underlying Riemann surface of the translation surface.
Proposition 3.7. Assume there are k ≥ 2 ergodic measures for the minimal vertical straight line flow. For any sequence of times t n → ∞ there is a subsequence, again denoted t n , and a sequence of flat subsurfaces Ω 1 tn , . . . , Ω k tn with disjoint interiors, each of whose boundary is a union of saddle connections such that (1) for each boundary component γ tn of Ω j tn we have lim tn→∞ Hyp(γ tn ) = 0. (2) if p j is a generic point for an ergodic µ j , then for sufficiently large t n , depending on p j , we have g tn (p j ) ∈ Ω j tn . (3) If q i is a generic point for generic nonergodic ν i , then for large t n , and all j, g tn (q i ) / ∈ Ω j tn . (4) for each sequence Ω j tn we have lim inf tn→∞ area(Ω j tn ) ≥ A 0 . (5) lim tn→∞ area(g tn (X, ω) \ ∪ k j=1 Ω j tn ) = 0 (6) If Ω j tn is a sphere with boundary then it is a cylinder. One difference is that in that theorem there is the assumption that there is no loss of mass in passing to limits in the Deligne Mumford compactification. Here we allow for the possibility of cylinders with positive mass and these do not have limits in the Deligne Mumford compactification. Another addition here is that also we consider generic points of nonergodic measures.
Proof. The theorem [8] says that, for any sequence t n → ∞, there is a thick thin decomposition of g tn (X, ω). We can consider components Ω ℓ tn of the thick thin decomposition of g tn (X, ω) which are not cylinders and satisfy lim inf tn→∞ area(Ω ℓ tn ) > 0.
Note these are translation surfaces with boundary. By passing to a subsequence we can assume the corresponding Riemann surfaces converge in the Deligne Mumford compactification to a noded surface and Ω ℓ tn → Ω ℓ ∞ where Ω ℓ ∞ is a 1-form on the limiting Riemann surface with 0 < area(Ω ℓ ∞ ) < ∞. That is, Ω ℓ ∞ does not have poles at the nodes so is holomorphic.
Since the union of the sets of generic points for the ergodic measures has full Lebesgue measure, any open set U ⊂ Ω ℓ ∞ contains limit points of g tn (p j ) where p j is generic for some ergodic measure µ j . We claim that we cannot have generic points p i , p j of distinct ergodic measures µ i = µ j such that g tn (p i ) and g tn (p j ) have limit points in the same component Ω ℓ ∞ . To prove the claim, we note first that limits g tn (p i ) and g tn (p j ) cannot lie in the same open disc of Ω ℓ ∞ . For if they did, then there would be vertical segments γ i and γ j of the same length through the limit points which are two sides of a rectangle. The pair γ i and γ j are limits of vertical segments γ i,tn and γ j,tn on the approximate Ω ℓ tn through g tn (p i ) and g tn (p j ) resp . This would violate Proposition 3.6. We give a slightly simplified argument here. Let I be a horizontal segment on (X, ω) such that the vertical lines g −1 tn (γ i,tn ) and g −1 tn (γ j,tn ) through p i and p j with equal lengths going to ∞ intersect I with ratios approaching µi(I) µj (I) = 1. . Then lim tn→∞ card(g tn (I) ∩ γ i,tn ) card(g tn (I) ∩ γ j,tn ) = 1, which means they cannot be two vertical sides of the same rectangle. We finish the proof of the claim by noting that we can cover Ω ℓ ∞ with open discs. This proves also that we cannot have a limit of g tn (q m ) in Ω ∞ where q m is a generic point of a nonergodic generic measure ν m . We can associate then to any Ω ℓ tn a unique ergodic measure µ j so that if g tn (p) lies in Ω j tn for large t n , and p is a generic point of some measure, then p is a generic point of µ j . We rewrite the subsurface then as Ω j tn . We consider the case that Ω ℓ tn is a sequence of cylinders with area bounded below away from 0. We see similarly that there cannot be images of generic points p 1 , p 2 of different measures in the same cylinder for a sequence t n → ∞. Otherwise there would be two vertical segments of the same length through these image points such that every horizontal segment intersecting one intersects the other. We can take these vertical segments to be longer than the circumference of the cylinder, so that applying (1), when pulled back to (X, ω) under g −1 tn their lengths go to infinity. This is again a contradiction. Thus we can assign an ergodic measure to each cylinder Ω ℓ tn as well. The total number of the Ω j tn must be the same as the number of ergodic measures. We have shown (1), (2), and (3). Since the set of generic points for any ergodic measure has Lebesgue measure at least A 0 and g t is measure preserving, we have (4). Since the union of the set of generic points for all ergodic measures has full Lebesgue measure we have (5) .
We cannot have Ω j tn a sphere unless it is a cylinder. That is because the limiting sphere would have to have poles, but it has finite area. This proves (6) .
The rest of this section deals with generic points of measures that are not ergodic. We wish to find a subsurface for each as we did for ergodic measures. This is accomplished in Proposition 3.13. We begin by taking the entire thick-thin decomposition of g tn (X, ω). Let Y tn a thick component of g tn (X, ω) \ ∪ k j=1 Ω j tn , It has area going to 0 as t n → ∞. We have the following definition due to Rafi [10] . Definition 3.9. Let Y be a subsurface in the thick-thin decomposition of a translation surface which is not a cylinder. The size λ(Y ) is defined to be the infimum of the lengths of the shortest essential closed geodesic. Definition 3.10. We say a sequence of complementary components
We say it is gaunt if
We note from Theorem 4 of [10] that for some uniform constant C that λ(Y tn ) ≥ C|∂Y tn |.
Lemma 3.11. Suppose Y tn and Z tn are sequences of components in the thick-thin decomposition with Y tn and Z tn sharing a curve on their boundaries (whose hyperbolic, or equivalently, extremal length goes to 0). Suppose Y tn is a gaunt sequence. Then Z tn is either a plump sequence, an ergodic sequence, or a cylinder with modulus going to infinity.
Proof. Otherwise by Rafi [11] Theorem 3.1, the curves on Z tn ∩Y tn would not have extremal length going to 0.
Lemma 3.12. If Y tn is a cylinder there is at most one generic measure ν such that g tn (p) ∈ Y tn where p is a generic point of ν.
Proof. This is contained in the proof of Proposition 3.7.
Proposition 3.13. Suppose Y tn is a sequence of complimentary components of g tn (X, ω) \ ∪ k j=1 Ω j tn which is either plump or gaunt. Suppose for all large t n there are m points g tn (q 1 ), g tn (q 2 ), . . . , g tn (q m ) ∈ Y tn , where q i are generic points for distinct generic measures ν i . Then for large t n there are m subsurfaces X 1 tn , . . . , X m tn ⊂ Y tn none of which are discs, that are bounded by saddle connections such that
For each i there are a pair of discs D i tn such that X i tn ∪D i tn is connected and contains g tn (q i ) and does not contain g tn (q j ).
Proof. The proof is divided into two cases with different proofs. Assume first that the sequence Y tn is a plump sequence. We claim there exists δ 0 > 0 such that for each i and generic point q i for large t n , there is a vertical segment β i tn through g tn (q i ) of length δ 0 λ(Y tn ) that is contained in Y tn .
If the claim is false then a vertical segment in either direction through g tn (q i ) will hit a boundary component of Y tn within a distance which when divided by λ(Y tn ) goes to 0. Then a surgery of this segment and the pair of boundary curves would produce a closed essential curve, which by plumpness would be much shorter than λ(Y tn ), a contradiction. By (1) the segments β i tn have the property that e tn/2 |β i tn | → ∞.
This means by Proposition 3.6 they can only η tn interact where η tn → 0. Normalize the surface by dividing by λ(Y tn ). The assumption of plumpness says that taking a subsequence the normalized Y tn → Y ∞ , where Y ∞ is a nonzero finite area translation surface. By the claim we can assume the β i tn converge to vertical segments β i ∞ of length δ 0 on Y ∞ with one endpoint q i ∞ = lim tn→∞ g tn (q i ). Consider the horizontal flow on Y ∞ . It divides Y ∞ into components where each component is either a horizontal cylinder or a domain in which the horizontal lines are dense. We cannot have β i ∞ , β j ∞ intersect the same cylinder for then the approximates β i tn and β j tn would intersect the same approximate cylinder on g tn (X, ω) and that is impossible as before. They cannot intersect the same minimal component, for then there would be η 0 > 0 such that β i ∞ and β j ∞ would η 0 interact and for large enough t n , the pair β i tn and β j tn would η 0 /2 interact, a contradiction to Proposition 3.6.
This implies on Y ∞ there are at least m disjoint subsurfaces X i ∞ of X ∞ containing β i ∞ which are either cylinders swept out by closed horizontal leaves or subsurfaces in which every horizontal leaf is dense. It follows that Y tn then contains m subsurfaces X i tn bounded by saddle connections whose horizontal components of the holonomy approach 0. If q i ∞ is on the boundary of X i ∞ then it may be the case that g tn (q i ) / ∈ X i tn . In that case we can choose a genericq i on the same vertical line as q i and the vertical line through g tn (q i ) contained in X i tn . Notice since minimal components are never discs the proof is complete in this case. Now assume the sequence is gaunt. Then Y ∞ has infinite area and the boundary components of Y tn converge to saddle connections isotopic to the punctures. The same argument as before does not work since the limiting surfaces have infinite area. There is no corresponding notion of minimal horizontal components. Nonetheless we will build disjoint subsurfaces, one for each generic measure.
Suppose a vertical segment β i tn of length λ(Y tn ) through g tn (q i ) leaves Y tn and enters a different thick domain Z tn . By Lemma 3.11 the domain Z tn is either plump or an ergodic domain. In the ergodic case, where Z tn is a surface previously labelled Ω j tn , it can be continued a fixed finite distance in Ω j tn . In that case it would η interact, for a fixed η > 0, with a vertical line through g tn (p j ) where p j is generic point of the ergodic measure µ j . This is impossible by Proposition 3.6. In the plump case β tn can be continued for a further distance δ 0 λ(Z tn ) in Z tn to form a segmentβ tn contained in Z tn and since λ(Zt n ) λ(Yt n ) → ∞, we have |βt n | |βt n | → ∞. We conclude again by Proposition 3.6 that the interaction ofβ tn with vertical segments in Z tn goes to 0. Then we can apply the argument in the plump case to build a subsurface containingβ tn . From the point of view of counting we can then ignore that the image of a generic point lies in Y tn .
Therefore assume the vertical segments β 1 tn , . . . , β m tn of lengths λ(Y tn ) through g tn (q i ) remain in Y tn . We can assume this is still true if we multiply lengths by a fixed constant. After renormalization we can assume these converge to bounded length verticals β i ∞ on Y ∞ . Now fix β i ∞ through a limit point q i ∞ of g tn (q i ), where q i is a generic point of ν i . Orient β i ∞ from bottom to top so q i ∞ is on the top. By changing β i ∞ by a bounded amount we can assume a horizontal segment leaving q i ∞ to the right hits a zero, denoted z before returning and a horizontal segment leaving the bottom of β i ∞ to the left hits a zero w before returning. Now consider horizontals segments through β i ∞ leaving on either side. These cut β i ∞ on each side into a bounded number of segments with the following properties. The horizontal line through the interior points p of a segment either return to the other side of β i ∞ in parallel before hitting a zero or hit the same saddle connection on the boundary of Y ∞ before returning to β i ∞ . In the first case the horizontal segments together with the vertical sides on β i ∞ form a rectangle. In the latter situation the length of the subsegment of β i ∞ is bounded by the vertical component of the holonomy of the boundary saddle connection. Since the saddle connection is not vertical, the set of horizontal segments fill out a parallelogram.
Since the total boundary lengths are uniformly bounded after the normalization, we can extend β i ∞ if necessary to still have uniformly bounded length to guarantee that there are horizontal segments returning to β i ∞ . This says in fact there are rectangles. Together we have a collection of rectangles and parallelograms whose union denoted,
Otherwise for a fixed η 0 we would have β i ∞ and β j ∞ η 0 -interacting, and so as before, the approximating β i tn and β j tn would η 0 /2 interact, a contradiction by Proposition 3.6. Now we wish to produce a domain containing β i ∞ and contained in O β i ∞ . First of all include any horizontal segment that joins zeroes on top or joins zeroes on the bottom of any rectangle. Next note that except for the rectangle or parallelogram leaving the top to the left which does not have a zero on its top and the rectangle or parallelogram leaving the bottom to the right which does not have a zero on its bottom, every rectangle or parallelogram has a zero on both the top and bottom. In the rectangle case join these two zeroes by a saddle connection crossing the rectangle. If either top or bottom has more than one zero (hence a horizontal saddle connection) choose one of the zeroes and join to a zero on the other side. In the parallelogram case with one boundary a saddle connection on the boundary of Y ∞ there is nothing to add.
In the case of the rectangle leaving the top to the left we do the following. Join the zero z to q i ∞ by the horizontal segment and then q i ∞ to the zero w on the bottom of the top rectangle on the left by a segment crossing the rectangle. Then replace this union of two arcs by a geodesic in the same homotopy class joining z to w. This geodesic and the pair of segments bound a disc, which we denote D i ∞ . Similarly, join the zero on the top of the last rectangle leaving β i ∞ to the right to the zero on the bottom of the last β i ∞ on the left by a pair of segments through the endpoint of β i ∞ on the bottom. Again replace with a geodesic in the same homotopy class, which together with the pair of segments bounds a disc. The result is a collection Γ β i ∞ of saddle connections. Since the saddle connections in Γ β i ∞ cross every rectangle or parallelogram, any path from the complement of
is not a disc. This follows from the fact that there are rectangles which means that Γ β i ∞ contains a saddle connection γ so that moving to the left from β i ∞ and to the right from β i ∞ one hits γ from both directions. This means a closed loop is contained in X i ∞ .
Now the approximating surface Y tn contains an approximating X i tn that converges to X i ∞ . The discs D i ∞ are approximated by discs D i tn . The union X i tn ∪ D i tn satisfies the desired properties.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
By Proposition 3.7 along a sequence of times t n → ∞ each ergodic measure is associated to a domain Ω tn . These are pairwise disjoint. By passing to a subsequence we can assume the complimentary Y tn are either plump, gaunt, or cylinders. By Proposition 3.13, along this sequence each generic measure that is not ergodic is assigned a subsurface X tn of Y tn and these are disjoint and not discs.
Statement (1) of the theorem now follows immediately from the following elementary lemma which counts the number of disjoint embedded surfaces inside a given surface. Namely, we apply the lemma to the closed surface of genus g with s zeroes and n = 0 boundary components.
Suppose Ω is a translation surface of genus g with n boundary components and s interior zeroes such that each boundary component is assumed to consist of a union of saddle connections. Then the maximum number of disjoint subsurfaces of Ω that are not discs and are bounded by saddle connections is g + n + s − 1.
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number ρ(Ω) := g + n + s − 1.
Let m(Ω) be the maximum number. We wish to show m(Ω) ≤ ρ(Ω). If ρ(Ω) = 1, then Ω is an annulus and so m(Ω) = 1. Assume the statement m(Ω ′ ) ≤ ρ(Ω ′ ) is true for all subsurfaces Ω ′ with ρ(Ω ′ ) ≤ k and we have a surface with ρ(Ω) = k + 1. Let Y be a connected subsurface of Ω. Let Ω ′ = Ω \ Y . It may not be connected. Let g ′ be its genus, n ′ the number of boundary components of Ω ′ and s ′ the number of interior zeroes.
Case 1 g(Ω) > 0. Each boundary component of Ω ′ that is disjoint from the boundary components of Ω has at least 1 zero on it which is an interior zero of Ω. Therefore n ′ + s ′ ≤ n + s. However g ′ ≤ g − 1. Thus ρ(Ω ′ ) ≤ ρ(Ω) − 1. The induction hypothesis says m(Ω ′ ) ≤ ρ(Ω ′ ) ≤ ρ(Ω) − 1 and so m(Ω) = m(Ω ′ ) + 1 ≤ ρ(Ω) and we are done.
Case 2 g(Ω) = 0. It is clear that the count is maximized when all surfaces are cylinders. Suppose then Y is a cylinder which is homotopic to a boundary component γ 1 of Ω. Then there must be a loop σ joining another boundary component γ 2 of Ω to itself such that σ * γ 2 is also homotopic to γ 1 and they bound the cylinder Y . Then Ω ′ = Ω \ Y has one fewer boundary component than Ω and the result follows by induction.
Suppose Y is not homotopic to a boundary component of Ω. If ∂Y contains at least 2 interior zeroes, then the complement of Y gives 2 spheres Ω ′ and Ω ′′ with n ′ and n ′′ holes respectively with n ′ + n ′′ = n + 2. Let s ′ , s ′′ the number of interior zeroes in Ω ′ and Ω ′′ . The total number of interior zeroes decreases by at least 2 and so inductively the number of cylinders in Ω ′ ∪ Ω ′′ is at most n ′ + s ′ − 1 + n ′′ + s ′′ − 1 ≤ n + s − 2. Including Y we then get m(Ω) ≤ n + s − 1 = λ(Ω).
If ∂Y contains only one interior zero, then one boundary component of Y must contain a saddle connection joining distinct boundary components of Ω. Then Ω ′ has at least one fewer interior zeroes and fewer boundary components. We again can apply the induction hypothesis.
We prove (2) of the theorem. We have associated to the g ergodic measures g disjoint subsurfaces Ω j tn whose boundaries have lengths going to 0. Since there are g of them and only a pair of zeroes, we have Y tn = g tn (X, ω) \ ∪ k j=1 Ω j tn is a sphere with either one or two boundary components. Namely this is either a disc or annulus. If it is a disc there are no additional domains to associate to any more generic measures. Now suppose Y tn is an annulus. The image of the generic point for a nonergodic measure if it exists must lie in this annulus. Since Y tn has two boundary components and there are only two zeroes, every Ω j tn must have two boundary components. Since there are g of them they must all be cylinders. Thus if there is to be an extra generic measure, for any sequence of times going to infinity there must be g disjoint cylinders whose circumferences go to 0. We show this is impossible. Their areas are bounded below by A 0 > 0. Now suppose we do have g cylinders along a sequence t n → ∞. For fixed cylinder Ω j tn and fixed time t n we have lim t→∞ |g t−tn (∂Ω j tn )| → ∞. Consequently, for each fixed t n there is some j and smallest s n ≥ t n such that |g sn−tn (∂Ω j tn )| ≥ √ A 0 . At this later time s n , the circumferences of all Ω i tn are at most √ A 0 . Since the area of each is at least A 0 , the distance across each is therefore at least √ A 0 . This means at the sequence of times s n no short cylinder may cross any of the cylinders Ω i tn , and so there are at most g − 1 cylinders whose lengths go to 0 as s n → ∞. This is a contradiction.
